COVID-19 Data in CurrentCare Viewer
Last Updated: February 22, 2021
As COVID-19 data changes, we’ll continue to update this PDF with a list of data sharing partners that
send COVID-19 information to CurrentCare, and other tips on viewing the data.
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COVID-19 Vaccines
There are currently a small number of COVID-19 vaccines documented in CurrentCare, compared to the
total administered. The majority are from Lifespan, Care New England and Pharmacies/Pharmacy
Benefit Managers. We are actively working to identify and fill gaps, and we will update this document
when we begin receiving regular vaccine documentation from additional facilities. Below are tips where
to find COVID-19 vaccinations in the Viewer:
SAMPLE 1 (Medications tab: Vaccinations Section or Incomplete Vaccinations Section)

SAMPLE 2 (Medications tab: Last 90 Days Section or From 31 to 365 days Section)

SAMPLE 3 (Summary Report)
Located at the top of each patient record is the Summary Report Button:
COVID-19 Vaccinations can be found under the Medications or Immunizations Sections:

COVID-19 Lab Result Data Sharing Partners
As of 2/22/21, RIQI is receiving COVID-19 lab results from the following labs:
 Care New England Hospitals (Kent, Women & Infants)
 CharterCARE Hospitals (Roger Williams, Fatima)
 Coastal Medical
 CVS Minute Clinics
 Dominion Diagnostics **
 East Side Clinical Labs
 Landmark Hospitals (Landmark, RHRI)
 Lifespan Hospitals (RIH, Miriam, Newport)
 Quest Diagnostics (limited to residents of RI or those with a Primary Care Physician in RI)
 RI Department of Health
 South County Hospital
 Westerly Hospital
**

Note: you may notice that some COVID-19 results are missing. Some testing sites don’t always collect
complete demographic data, which is required for RIQI to safely identify patients within CurrentCare.

PreK-12 Students and Staff Test Results
Information regarding the COVID-19 Testing program for K-12 and Child Care Students and Staff can
be found on the RIDOH page, which includes rapid tests as well as PCR tests.


As of 12/16/20, RIQI receives COVID-19 PCR test results from Dominion Diagnostics. These
tests appear in CurrentCare as “SARS-CoV-2 RNA BY (NAA/RT-PCR)” or similar.



As of 9/14/20, RIQI receives rapid (antigen) test results from the RI PreK-12 testing program
through East Side Clinical Labs. These tests appear in CurrentCare as “SARS COVID ANTIGEN
FIA” or similar.
Technical note: This rapid test (Sofia SARS Antigen FIA) does not differentiate between SARSCoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19) and SARS-CoV (the virus that caused the original SARS)
but the original SARS is no longer circulating, according to the CDC; consult medical literature
for further information, or the Quidel/test manufacturer’s website.

Tips on Viewing COVID-19 Lab Results
We are seeing significant variation in the display of COVID-19 lab results from different testing
organizations. Any results that are sent to RIQI are available to providers immediately in the
CurrentCare Viewer, and to patients in CurrentCare for Me (after a delay of 1 business day).
You will likely see COVID-19 Diagnostic test results and Antibody test results.
The names of the Diagnostic tests vary widely by testing organization, and include: COVID19,
Coronavirus, SARS-Cov-2, SARS COVID ANTIGEN-FIA and similar, but also less obvious titles such as
Micro Miscellaneous, Respiratory Pathogen Panel and ABB.COV.
The names of the Antibody tests could include names such as: SARS-CoV-2 IgG, SARS-CoV-2 IgM,
SARS-CoV-2 Total Antibodies.
IMPORTANT: Some results are not immediately recognizable as positive or negative. Even if the link to
the lab result appears normal on the main ‘Lab Results’ tab, we suggest that you open the report and
look for the words Positive, Negative, Detected or Not Detected.
Here are examples of what you could see in CurrentCare Viewer based on where the test was
administered (the following information includes mock names, DOBs, and dates):
SAMPLE 1

SAMPLE 2

SAMPLE 3

SAMPLE 4

CVS Minute Clinic COVID-19 Test Results
Within the Viewer, Providers can see COVID-19 test results from ‘CVS Health & Minute Clinic’
which also includes any active drive-through coronavirus test site(s). Test names can include
LUMIRADX SARS-COV-2 AG TEST, Abbott ID NOW SARS-CoV-2 Molecular POCT Covid 19, COVID-19
Molecular POCT, etc.
This information is available in three places:
 Lab Results tab - click the date to view the results:

 Encounters tab – the Reason for Visit sometimes includes the results:



Clinical Documents tab – open ‘Medical Record Summary’ & go to the Results section:

Low Acuity COVID Facility Encounters (Field hospitals)
Encounter details from Care New England and Lifespan field hospitals (Low Acuity COVID-19
Facilities at Sockanosset Crossroad in Cranston and RI Convention Center in Providence,
respectively) are available, as they receive patients. These encounters are identifiable in the
CurrentCare Viewer on the Encounters tab with a ‘Ward’ code (WRDA through WRDF) in the
Location column:

Lastly, not all institutions send COVID-19 data to RIQI. We are actively working to assess the gaps and
to increase availability. Please reference the CurrentCare Guidebook for a list of data sharing partners
that send to CurrentCare.
Don’t forget that we have the ‘Forgot username?’ and ‘Forgot password?’ options on the CurrentCare
Viewer login page. Please reach out to CurrentCare@riqi.org or 888.858.4815 if you have questions.

